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ABSTRACT.
The colonia popular is one of the most typical types of settlement used in Mexico
City, and with some variations in other Latin American cities. Fifty per cent of the
urban land in Mexico City is occupied by this type of dwelling.
The purpose of this study is to develop a method to detect and measure the physical
changes over time of a group of dwelling units in a colonia popular.
A group of 20 dwelling units has been selected randomly in three blocks of a colonia
popular. Each dwelling unit has been recorded on maps showing two physical changes that
have taken place over time. The changes that we recorded were those that took place at
morphological and functional views.
A comparison of these changes will help to suggest patterns of future growth. Since
we feel that these physical changes are an expression of social economic, and political
changes experienced by the house holders we consider this study to be a preliminary step
in a project which would relate changes in dwellings to larger social forces.
Thesis Supervisor: N. John Habraken
Title: Head, Department of Architecture
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1 TALKING ABOUT SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS
In the largest cities of developing countries, a considerable part
of the populationisliving insquatter settlements. However the activity
of squatting has not been confined to any one nation or even to the less
industrially developed countries, it has occurred on the periphery and
occasionally in the center of almost every city of every continent.
Nevertheless the particular characteristics of this process in
Latin American countries have generated substantial literature in the last
fifteen years.(1) It has been studied at the macro level (from urban,
economical, political, sociological and anthropological perspectives).
In some cases the intent was to quantify the lack of resources, to
explain the political effects of this kind of urban growth, or to discuss
the inhabitants levels of participation.(2)
In this part, we present an introductory description of three
recognized views on squatter settlements in developing countries: the
Marginalist Approach, the Participation (Turner) Approach and the
Marxist Approach. A thorough study of such approaches is beyond the scope
of the present work.
THE MARGINALIST APPROACH
The marginalist approach is based mainly on a cultural view which
works with two extremes -- the traditional vs. the modern way of life;
and the transition between them.
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This approach was used first in Latin America and was related mainly
to the ecological-spatial characteristics of the urban environemnt.
Within the marginal group are all of the population sectors which are not
incorporated in the urban service systems, are occupying urban lands
illegally, and are built with nonpermanent materials.(3) Additionally,
the concept was extended to include the working conditions and the stan-
dard of living of such a population sector.
A cultural view of this concept is found in countries where most of
the population comes from an ethnic group other than the elite and powerful
of the country. (4)
At a descriptive level, this approach is used to distinguish the
cultural background of the rural migrants from those dwellers involved in
the urban way of life. Theories like those of Redfield, for example,
concerning the folk-urban continuum are very popular among anthropologists.
(5) As Germani states, what all theories of marginality have in common
is the use of the concept of equality to define modernity, what remains
unclear is not only what will constitute this equality but also how it
will be achieved. (6)
The tendency to generalize (i.e., adoption of terms like "rural",
"modern", "equality") often produces analysis that do little to address
real problems experienced by different groups, in the society.
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THE PARTICIPATION APPROACH
John F. Turner and a group of professionals present a different
view on the housing problem. Quotations from Turner's writings (7) will
be used to substantiate this presentation of the participation approach.
Regarding the solution of the housing problem (and in contrast with
the marginalist approach), Turner states "Only in an impossible world
of limitless resources and perfect justice where people could have their
cake and eat it too -- could there be a coincidence of material and
human values. For the present we must accept that as long as there are
unsatisfied desires for materials, goods and services, people must
choose between the cakes they can afford to eat. So long as this fact of
life remains, and as long as people's priorities vary, the usefulness
of things will vary independently of their material standard or monetary
value." (8)
It appears that Turner, in some way, is accepting a fact without
asking the appropriate "why". However, one can find a partial answer in
the words of Hans H. Harms: "In a market economy, needs are fulfilled
according to financial ability, not according to urgency. Or in tradition-
al economists' terms, supply is provided according to 'effective demand'.
As a rule, those people with the least income have to be satisfied with the
lowest quality of housing and living environments as provided by the
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commercial market." (9) Turner gives an example for this argument by
stating: "The demand for residential location near work places can be so
rigid in cities like Calcutta and Delhi that the very poor will sleep on
the street rather than accept a subsidized house on the periphery." (10)
What is rigid in this example is the land supply for low income housing
rather than the need of living near the workplace--if, in fact, they have
work.
Hans Harms makes reference to Anthony Downs' opinions regarding hous-
ing slums in the United States. "Most Americans have no conception of the
filth, degradation, squalor, overcrowding and personal anger and insecurity
which millions of inadequate housing units are causing. Thousands of
infants are attacked by rats each year, hundreds die or become mentally re-
tarded from eating lead paint that falls off cracked walls, thousands more
are ill because of unsanitary conditions resulting from jamming large
families into a single room, continuing failure of landlords to repair
plumbing or provide proper heat, and pitifully inadequate storage space.
Until you have actually stumbled through the poorly lit and decaying rooms
of a slum dwelling, smelled the stench of sewage and garbage and seen the
roaches and crumbling plaster, and recoiled from exposed wiring and rotting
floor boards and staircases, you have no idea of what bad housing is like."
Harms continues, "To this catalogue of misery must be added lack of outside
areas, inadequate schools, shopping places, and public services, and de-
creasing job opportunities." (11)
Furthermore, Turner writes, "Even to provide a temporary home or
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abode, a dwelling must give its users access to the people, institutions,
and amenities on which livlihoods depend, it must provide a tolerable
degree of shelter from climate and neighbors, and the users must have a
tenure long enough to make the move worthwhile. A house can be a home if
and only if it is minimally accessible, provides a minimum shelter and min-
imum security of tenure. But these limits are immensely variable." (12)
While we can not dispute the degree of "variability" of these limits,
it seems evident that they must surpass those previously described by Downs
in his description of American slums.
Turner identifies two different systems for the production methods of
housing; 1) the centrally administered systems and 2) the self-governing
local systems.
The Centrally Administered Systems
"The centrally administered systems define their housing standards
based on the values and professional judgments of those who set them.
These standards are supposed to act as quality monitors and safeguards for
the owner or tenant, lending and insurance institutions and society at-
large." (13)
"Large commercial organizations or growth enterprises exist to maxi-
mize financial returns for third parties or to perpetuate or expand the
organization itself or all three." (14)
"Can we organize the planet through centralized technologies into
ever-larger pyramidal structures? If the environment resulting from such
systems are an indicator of the results they produce in other spheres of
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life then the answer is 'no'. Only a rich minority can be supplied in
this central administered way using centralizing technologies, and then
only at the expense of an impoverished majority and the rapid exhaustive
poisoning of the planet's resources." (15)
The Self-Governing Local Systems
"In historical fact, good housing like plentiful food, is more common
where it is locally produced through network structures and decentralizing
technologies." (16)
"Housing and by implication all other personal and locally specific
services, must be autonomous. It is also argued that this autonomy is far
from absolute for it depends on access to essential resources. In housing
for instance, local autonomy and direct or indirect dweller control depends
on the availability of appropriate tools and materials (or technology) of
land and finance. In general the accessibility of these basic resources is
a function of law and its administration and these in turn are functions of
central authority." (17)
"The real test of who stands where on the real issues comes when con-
sumers break out of their institutionalized roles, and become producers and
administrators. Then the emotional disturbance of those who fear freedom
surface at once." (18)
In this brief review of Turner's ideas there emerges a demystifica-
tion of the modern way of life (particularly, the centralized systems of
production) and an alternative to the housing problem solution which the
marginalist theory supports.
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However, the alternative which he recognizes (the decentralization
of administration) is far from a reality, and it appears more of a roman-
tic ideal returning to a primitve form of production which corresponds to
another time in history.
In some ways with this alternative, Turner supports one of the func-
tions of the marginalist groups (19) in underdeveloped countries. It is
accepted as a fact that with the concept of "transition" a large group of
the population in urban centers live in a "traditional way"; that is, they
live within a minimum level of subsistence by producing goods and services
inefficiently with their own labor by using the wastes of the industrial
"modern" system, because they are excluded from the modern market. In this
way, they support the social system by relieving the pressure which they
would otherwise be making on the political system.
THE MARXIST APPROACH
Different approaches have been developed toward the housing problem
from the Marxist point of view. However, this investigation will look into
that of Emilio Pradilla, since he focuses particularly on the Latin
American housing problem. (20)
Pradilla presents his theories with two levels of analysis: 1) the
capitalist mode of production (21) as it dominates the level of development
in Latin American countries and 2) the capitalist social forms (22) on
which the dominant mode of production (23) is articulated, along with modes
of production from earlier times.
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Use Value and Change Value in Housing
According to Pradilla, the house has a double character, as do most
of the objects produced by the labor force. First, it has a use value,
because it fills an individual or collective need, and second, it has anex-
change value because it can be bought and sold on the market.
In its use value, a house is the materials support of a complex group
of activities. The activities involve individuals, families, and groups;
they include eating, resting, reproducing, interacting socially, etc., all
of which are basic to the reproduction of the labor force.
The housing need is not only defined by biology but has a social def-
inition which is determined by the level of material development achieved
by a society as well as by the set of values and behavior which are part of
the dominant ideology.
According to the level of material development achieved by the modern
society, the housing needs of all individuals, families or non-family groups
must meet a number of conditions concerning habitability and prevailing
resources. on the other hand, the changes of values and behaviors in hous-
ing are strongly exploited by the advertisements of the housing built by
developers and building entrepreneurs for the middle and high level income
groups. The dream of the detached house as the main aspiration in urban
housing remains supported by the mystification of the quality of the private
houses of the wealthy.
Concerning the exchange value of the house Pradilla speaks about two
categories: Housing as real merchandise--that is, housing built to be
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changed in which the housing users are different than the housing producers.
Housing as virtual merchandise -- that is, the housing built by the user to
be used immediately, but, which in time, becomes merchandise because of the
work and material resources invested in its production.
Housing Production and Capital
The capitalist production of objects (and the house as one of them)
is not defined by their commercial characteristics but by the fact that
production must provide the greatest capital return.
A bank or a financial institution will invest its money in the field
of production which offers maximum benefits and minimum costs; that is,
the investment will be transferred from the sectors where the capital has
a small yield to those where the yield will be the greatest.
In the capitalist society the object house requires a solvent consum-
er, not a consumer who just needs a house. In other words, housing produc-
tion is not determined by the housing needs of the people but is determined
by the improvement of the return and increase in the capital invested in
the housing production.
This explains the interest of institutions in housing projects which
are directed to medium or high income level groups of people, and the small
interest in low income groups, which do not have the money to pay the market
prices of housing.
The Forms of Housing Production
It is possible to distinguish among three basic forms of building"
a) Self-help. In this form of building the producer and the consumer are
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the same person. He extends his work time beyond the normal one in order
to achieve his subsistence level. Sometimes he is helped by relatives,
friends or neighbors. He uses waste materials and he gives them a new
value through his work. His tools are minimal and because of that he
supports with his own work most of the building process. The building
process is a lengthy one and throughout this time, production and consump-
tion are mixed. The result of this mixture in most cases is the lack
of space, a slow process of habitability and the lack of services. This
form of construction corresponds to the precapitalist forms of production
which are still alive because of the structural conditions of development
in the dependent capitalist countries.
b) Manufacture. In this case the building process is realized by people
other than the users. Frequently a small group of tradesmen, directed
by an architect or production supervisor who is in control of the process
representing the clients, are the builders. The money invested basically
goes to pay for the labor force, the materials and the land. The tools
are simple and they do not require a specialized labor force; in certain
stages a level of craftsmanship is required. The building materials come
from the industrial sector through the commercial capitalist sector.
The final product -- individual houses or small apartment buildings --
will be used directly by the client or will be sold or rented to middle-
and high-income level groups.
c) Industrialized. In this form of housing production the producer-user
relationship is totally broken and appears only at the commercial
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interchange phase. The workers as well as the financial institutions
(private or public) work for a generalized, anonymous market. The finished
products (the buildings) are determined by the building process and not
by the requirements of any particular users.
As has been said before, the capital is invested in order to be
multiplied. For the most part, it is used for mass produced materials,
to buy the land, to pay the labor force which is reduced and specialized,
to create the technical equipment which is complex, and to administer and
to advertise and sell the product. In this case the housing production
is determined by its exchange value more than by its use value. In other
words, the house is produced as merchandise to be sold on the market like
any other product.
Pradilla states that the function of the industrial form of housing
production is the imposition of exchange values over use values through the
building process and marketing. This explains the deficiencies which still
occur in satisfactory solutions to users' needs or in the requirements
established in terms of users' values.
This contradition remains unsolved in capitalist countries in which
there is strong industrial production of housing. The reactions of many
groups to this problem were emphasized in the sixties and seventies
through such liberal concepts as advocacy planning and the participation
approach to design.
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SUMMARY
The marginalist approach presents, as we can see, a dualist point of
view: traditional/modern, folk/urban, and rural/urban. The squatter
settlements are viewed as an outgrowth of this transition.
Turner, with his criticism of the centralized systems of building,
makes a strong argument for the need for alternatives by which people
can make decisions and thus control their housing production.
Pradilla identifies both approaches and, at the same time, shows the
imposition of capitalism on precapitalist societies as the basic cause
of the housing problem in Latin America. In addition, he describes the
variations of the use and be'change values in housing as they are established
in the capitalist societies and particularly the dependent capitalist
countries.
These approaches are all at the social structure level; they explain
the functions of the squatter settlements and why they exist.
This study is focused on the description at the case study level of
the physical and functional changes of a group of dwellings and their
inhabitants in a colonia popular. Thus, while the preceding approaches
comprise the basic theoretical framework for initiating the study, but
specific and particular methods must be developed at this level in order
to accomplish this task.
Based on the preceding analysis, the relationship between the physical
and functional changes of a group of dwellings and the changes of their
inhabitants are determined by:
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* Each of the elements of the economic, political, and ideological
systems and their interrelations;
o The persistence of ecological spatial forms created by earlier
social structures and the integration of these forms with the new ones,
producing specific situations; and
* The actions of individuals and social groups on their environ-
ments. This action is determined by the social and spatial membership
of these groups and may produce new effects. (24)
Thus, a document which will explain the housing transformation at the
dwelling unit level (in a specific urban zone) will go beyond being a
physical description of the dwelling unit and its changes.
Thus, the physical changes of a group of dwellings in an urban
sector are determined by the social, economic, cultrual, and political
changes of their inhabitants, and they are conditioned by the ecological-
spatial characteristics of the environment.
2 A COLONIA POPULAR IN MEXICO CITY
Colonias Populares is the local name for a type of squatter settle-
ment in Mexico City which occupies 64% of the urban land (1).
In this chapter we present a brief description of Colonias Populares
in Mexico City, their antecedents and determinants, and their growth and
impact on the city. Following that we present a typological analysis and
finally a description of the case study Santa Ursula.
One specific characteristic of colonias populares that differentiates
them from squatter settlements typical of countries like Peru, is their
development by speculators rather than organized groups of low-income
people. Huge areas of land commonly located at the periphery of the city
were illegally subdivided, often without provision of minimum services or
facilities.
DEFINITION
El Banco Nacional Hipotecario Urbano y De Obras Publicas (B.N.H.)
defined the colonias populares in a 1952 study as:
Paracaidista - (parachute) communities that represent a unique phe-
nomenonin Mexico and other countries, which for political reasons, involve
granting land to migrant groups in the vacant areas of the city. These are
characterized by a permanent type of house of rudimentary construction
almost no participation of architects, engineers, or other specialists and
are generally unfinished. They are financed by the owners and lack almost
all of the most elemental urban services such as paved streets, sewage
disposal, electricity, and individual water intakes (2).
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ANTECEDENTS AND DETERMINANTS
Industrial development in Mexico generated an accelerated massive and
concentrated urbanization; manifested mainly in Mexico City. This growth
plus a reduction in the death rate, nearly doubled Mexico City's population
between 1940 and 1950 (3). The result is the so-called "housing problem".
Two crucial determinants of the housing problems are, firstly, land deficit,
the cost of urban land being too high for most of the population; and
secondly, costs of building production which also exceed the economic re-
sources of most of the population. The problem of land deficit is partly
resolved by occupying unused agricultural or public land in an illegal
(now called informal) way. Problems of building production are dealt with
by resorting to a gradual process of construction, sometimes requiring
twenty years or more to reach the recognized minimum standards of habitability. (4)
GROWTH AND IMPACT OF THE PHENOMENON
In 1947, only 2.3% of the population was living in self-help dwellings.
By 1952, 22% of Mexico's city population was living in this type of settle-
ment which was then recognized as "paracaidista" communities. In 1976 nearly 50%
of the city's population was living in "colonias populares" occupying 64% of
the urban land. Absolute rates of territorial increase are equally strik-
ing. In the decade between 1950 and 1960 the colonias increased from 16,300
to 68,000 acres at a rate of 42% annually, meanwhile Mexico City's urban area
in the same period increased from 60,000 to 116,000 acres at an average
annual rate of increase of only 19%. (5)
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TYPES OF COLONIAS POPULARES
We can distinguish two principal types of colonias populares. (6)
(A) BY ORIGIN
(1) Colonias Paracaidistas - established by organized invasions
of public or private property. They differ from the commercially
and semi-legally subdivided colonias by their internal organiza-
tion and physical and social identity. They are generally located
on hillside land.
(2) Fraccionamientos Populares - commercially and semi-legally
subdivided colonias located mainly in the old lake bed of Texcoco.
(3) Asentamientos Sobre Tierras Ejidales y Comunales - (settle-
ments on communal agricultural lands). These types are located
mainly to the North, West and South of Mexico City.
(B) BY AGE
(1) Colonias Populares before 1960.
(2) Colonias Populares after 1960.
This division is relative and more the result of available
statistical data than actual determinants. However, colonias
prior to 1960 are generally better located, have larger lots
and, of course, are more consolidated. Colonias developed
after the 60's are more the result of speculative conditions.
THE CASE STUDY: SANTA URSULA
Located in the southeast section of Mexico City in the Delegacion
Coyoacan, "El Pedregal Del Mal Pais" (the bad land's rocky place country)
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was the name that Santa Ursula old town (7) inhabitants called an exten-
sive piece of land, given to them as a communal agricultural land. The
land was unuseable for agricultural purpose as it was covered with volcanic
rocks without organic components. In an aerial photograph taken in 1950,
it appears as a moonscape. The only inhabitants were rats and snakes.
In 1953 an engineer working in a government office had decided to
illegally subdivide the land and develop a colonia popular. The first
name of the new colonia was Ciudad Satelite Del Sur (after a middle-class
development in the northwest section of the city). Following that it was
changed to colonia Miguel Hidalgo (after the hero of the war of independence,
1810). It finally came to be called colonia Santa Ursula because of its
proximity to the old town of Santa Ursula.
From the beginning the inhabitants respected the initial plan (Fig.
2.1) and over the course of twenty-five years a clear urban structure
has emerged.
Actually in our zone of study (8)with almost 20,000 inhabitants,
housing form varies from the improvised shack to the "petit bourgeois"
house. There is a spectrum of commercial activities from the street vendor,
on side streets to commercial buildings on the main street with two and
three stories.
The social organization in the colonias has been through changes
and improvements. On weekends neighbors work together to improve their
water supply and construct sidewalks. Although most dwellers paid taxes at the
inception of dwelling construction, the land was not legalized until 1978.
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Each block has 30 lots, 10 x 25 meters, an exceptional lot size for
this type of development. Construction and use has been in constant flux.
The predominant use is housing with a mixture of small commerce, workshops,
animal husbandry and vegetable gardening in a fine grained pattern.
Considering that the main agent of change has been the Santa Ursula
inhabitants, the 25 years of change at the urban level have been impres-
sive. At different times they organized to request government help and
resources in building schools, the market, day care centers etc. However
government help always lagged behind their needs.
Because it is surrounded by upper class suburban developments Santa
Ursula is a special case. Services on the periphery of Santa Ursula have
been greatly improved and it is now possible to say it is in an advantageous
location. The inhabitants of Santa Ursula are in the upper-low-income
group. Their jobs vary from under-employed street-vendors, to govern-
ment office workers.
In the next pages we present a graphic sequence of Santa Ursula's
transformation at the urban level (9). After that we present twelve dwell-
ing's plans which were used as basic data in this study.
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3 THE METHOD OF STUDY
This part is focused on the description of the dweller's performance,
that is, the actual use and form of dwellings in concrete situations.
The intention here is to provide an explicit analysis of the dweller's
performance rather than to evaluate such a performance. It is obvious,
that the typical dweller in a colonia popular has a strong set of limita-
tions (economical, social, cultural, technical). Regardless of the magni-
tude of these limitations, however, the dweller transforms his dwelling
in a process which mixes and expresses step by step his expectations and
resources.
Thus, this part attempts to specify what the dweller has actually done
and the mechanisms which determined this, rather than his statements about
what he does and the reason why.
The classification and organization of observations will give us pat-
terns from a corpus of observed dwellings, which will describe "dwelling
habits" or "dwelling structures".
Such a study may produce a corroboration from a physical point of view
of the theory which is expressed in Chapter One.
Most of the work which has been done on the topic of squatter settle-
ments and colonias populares from a physical point of view has been their
description and evaluation at the urban level (1). Relatively
little attempt has been made to link the physical forms to life patterns,
beliefs, and desires of the occupants. Form is difficult to understand out-
side the context of the culture of those who have made it and their way of
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life. Rather than try to understand such relations, it has been
usually attempted to evaluate such an environment by making generaliza-
tions in terms of efficiency and cost-benefit analysis. Without rejecting
these approaches; which can be useful, we must realize that they do not
help us to understand the relationship between occupants and physical
changes in their dwellings. Criteria about density, land use, land
tenure, land cost, utilities, services etc. (2) are not enough to under-
stand and to evaluate the complicated process of growth and change of
a squatter settlement or colonia popular. These environments must not be
seen as static, but rather as dynamic phenomena.
Such a dynamic view can help us understand the patterns of change
and variation which exist between use and form.
Chapter Three is an attempt to describe and classify differences
in house forms, and functions.
Chapter Four is a group of observations on representative dwellings
of Santa Ursula.
Chapters Five and Six are an attempt to link the physical changes
as described before, on the basis of a set of statements about what we
call dwelling transformations and some questions and first statements
about the case study.
THE METHOD OF STUDY
The method has two objectives. The first one is to describe in a
systematic way the most important physical characteristics of a group of
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systematic way the most important physical characteristics of a group of
dwellings. The second objective is to describe the physical changes of that
group of dwellings through time. The first objective deals with variations
on space, the second objective deals with transformations of space through
time.
We will deal in this section with the first objective; this part can
be called "Dwelling Variations". (3)
The method is based in three statements:
1. There are three major groups of elements to be studied: elements of
form, elements of function and elements of construction.
2. Each group will show specific arrangements of these elements found
in Santa Ursula. We will call these arrangements agreements.
3. All the agreements together make a generative system that allows for an
infinite number of dwellings. (4)
These statements are supporting the assumption that dwellings in a
colonia popular have an order in their way of growth and change. They don't
appear randomly, but they follow certain agreements that are implicit
in the builder-user's mind.
This is not the place to discuss what makes such a system appear or
why it exists. The main point here is to find the system and to make it
explicit. This may help us to answer questions as to why these environments
are as they are and what the people think and expect of them.
In the following pages we will present, in a simplified and abstract
way, the structure and main characteristics of the method (dwellinq
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variations). After that we will apply it specifically to Santa
Ursula.
Let's say that we want to describe in a systematic way the different
alternatives for how a type of dwelling can be sited on a lot. We will
describe these dwellings through three systems (form, function, construc-
tion). Each system has its own elements. Elements once identified (door,
room, etc.) have position and dimension. By position we mean the relation-
ship of each element to the others and to the site. By dimension we mean
two aspects "relative dimension" of the element (the minimal and
maximal possible dimensions, as related to the other elements and the site,
and its "specific dimension" which means the real dimension of an element
in a specific case.
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
Before speaking about the generative system of our example,wewill pre-
sent a set of external factors which describe the site on which each dwell-
ing is located. This set of elements will be called physical conditions.
In this example we will include the following physical conditions.
CONDITIONS "1" (situation)
Each dwelling is located in any of these three types of lots:
corner lot, central lot, and interior lot. (Fig. 3.1)
CONDITIONS "2" (topography)
Each lot has one of the following topographic characteristics:
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1) it is located at street level, 2) it is elevated over the street
level, 3) it is depressed under the street level, or 4) it has a com-
bination of the preceding cases, which meand that it is a composite
lot. (Fig. 3.2)
THE FORM SUBSYSTEM
BASE
The total set of elements and agreements of each subsystem will
be called the base.
Elements:
lot - each dwelling is on a lot with peripheral walls-
bordering the area
rooms - every dwelling unit has two rooms
entrance - every lot contains one entrance
yards - every dwelling has one yard.
Agreements:
Agreement 1 - each room has at least one wall coinciding with
the border of the lot
Agreement 2 - the entrance to the dwelling is always through
an open space
Agreement 3 - the entrance to the dwelling can be centered or
off-centered on the street side of the lot.
BASIS
By doing an analysis of the possible combination of elements and
agreements we find two models which constitute all the possibilities
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These two models are the basis of the form subsystem because any
dwelling which can be designed in that system will use one of the
models.
BASIC FORM 1
A model with two different zones, an open-built zone ("OB"
zone) in any part of which rooms can be placed (excluding the
lot entrance). This "OB" zone surrounds an open zone ("0" zone)
which can only be used as open space (Fig. 3.3). The entrance
to the dwelling on this model is centered on the street side
of the lot.
BASIC FORM 2
Same as above but with a center entrance to the dwelling.
FORM VARIATIONS
The next steps will describe in a more detailed way the differ-
ent ways that we have to describe a dwelling form in our system.
Each alternative is a variation of our system and the total set
of variations can be called "Form Variations."
VARIATIONS "l" (building organization)
Once the two basic forms are defined we can see how many
alternatives there are in the location of rooms on the lot.
In this example we show three alternatives: separated rooms,
"l"-shaped rooms, and "L"-shaped rooms (Fig. 3.4).
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VARIATIONS "2" (circulation principle)
Having defined the possible location of rooms (buildings and
yards (open spaces) we can analyze the different alternatives of
circulation which can exist between two rooms. We will dis-
tinguish three alternatives: internal circulation, external cir-
culation and mixed circulation. (These three alternatives can
exist in "1"- and "L"-shaped models but in the "separated rooms"
model there is just one alternative: external circulation (Fig.3.5
VARIATIONS "3" (openings)
Doors and windows act as elements of access or contact between
interior and exterior spaces, as well as having the important role
of allowing light to penetrate and illuminate the surfaces of a
room. A window establishes a visual relationship between the room
and adjacent spaces and provides ventilation for the space of the
room.
The location of furniture (activities) in the room has a strong
relationship to the location of doors and windows.
By the type of access which they produce, openings will be
classified in our example as follows: physicalaccess, visualaccess,
and composite access (visual and physical access) (Fig. 3.6).
SECTOR GROUP
Each one of the models as now developed is composed of one basic
form with one variation 1, with one variation 2, and with one varia-
tion 3. We will now call the result a V.1, aV.2 and a V.3 in one basic
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form, a sector group (S.G.). Then:
S.G. = (B.F., V.1, V.2, V.3)
A sector group has "relative dimensions;" each element is presented
in both its maximal and minimal dimensions.
FORM SUBVARIATION
A form subvariation is a sector group with specific dimensions.
In simple terms its a dwelling plan with dimensions but without func-
tions and construction specifications.
THE FUNCTION SUBSYSTEM
BASE
Elements:
social group - is the group of individuals, which lives in a
dwelling. In our example we will show two
kinds of social groups, the nuclear family and
the extended familv.
territory - is the space which is under the role control or in-
fluence of a social group or part of it. This space
is contained within certain limits, and defines
the sphere of activity influence and/or dominion of
the social group or part of the social group.
We can speak about two kinds of territory:
Private territory - is the space controlled and
used by just one social group, or by part of the
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members of a social group.
Shared territory - is the space controlled and
used by two or more social groups.
activities - we have grouped the activities into two
kinds:
Living activities - these are activities real-
ized by all the members of the social group,
eating, sleeping, hygiene, leisure, recreation,
etc.
Housework activities - these are traditionally
performed by the women of the social group. The
most common of them are cooking, laundry, clean-
ing, care of children.
Agreements:
Agreement
Agreement
Agreement 3
Agreement 4
Agreement 5
- a dwelling can be occupied by a nuclear family.
- a dwelling can be occupied by an extended
family composed of two nuclear families.
- a dwelling can be occupied by two nuclear fam-
ilies without kinship relations.
- housework activities can happen in private and/or
shared territory.
- living activities only happen in private terri-
tory.
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FUNCTION VARIATIONS
VARIATIONS "4" (territory/social group)
By taking the new set of elements and agreements we find three
types of territory social group relations (Fig. 3.7):
1. - When a nuclear family occupies one dwelling there is only
one private territory.
2. - When one extended family composed of two nuclear families
occupies one dwelling there are two private territories and
one familial shared territory.
3. - When two nuclear families without kinship relation occupy one
dwelling there are two private territories and one non-familial
shared territory.
VARIATIONS :"5"(territory/activities)
By the location of activities in space we will show three
alternatives. In our example (Fig. 3.8):
1. - when housework activities occur in shared territory;
2. - when housework activities occur in private territory;
3. - when housework activities occur in private and shared terri-
tory.
BASIC VARIATIONS (BV)
Now we have a group of models which have morphological and func-
tional characteristics. Each model can be presented as:
B.V. = (S.G., V.4, V.5)
Basic Variation = (sector group, variation 4, variation 5) Through
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these models we can analyze the position of activities and their re-
lations. It is possible to make assumptions about patterns of
positions and relations between social groups, activities and spaces.
These relations are given in "relative dimensions," each relation
is presented in its minimal and in its maximal dimensions.
FUNCTION SUBVARIATIONS
Function subvariations are the alternative ways which an activity
can happen in spaces with specific demensions. They corresponds to
the function analysis in the SAR Method (5).
FORM-FUNCTION SUBVARIATION
When specific dimensions are given to a basic variation (which
is a completed layout. showing the positions of functions) then
it is called a form-function subvariation.
THE CONSTRUCTIVE SUBSYSTEM
In this study we will limit ourselves to the morphological and
functional subsystems as already described. However, the method can
be extended to include the constructive-technical systems as well. The
constructive sybsystem will be presented in the example to show its links
to the total system.
As with the others, this subsystem introduces a set of elements and
agreements. Before describing the new elements and rules we will make a
division in the analysis. It is possible to say that this subsystem has
two parts, a basic structure subsystem and a service subsystem.
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STRUCTURE/SUBSYSTEM
The structure/subsystem will describe the materials, components
and buildings of our dwellings in construction terms.
BASE
Elements:
Materials
Agreements:
Agreement 1
Agreement 2
Agreement 3
- stone, concrete block, asbestos sheet, concrete
roof.
- by its components a room can be temporary,
semi-permanent and permanent.
- by its materials and joints a component can
be temporary, semi-permanent or permanent.
- by their durability, resistance to weather,
structural characteristics, and easy
manipulation, materials can either be temporary
and/or permanent.
STRUCTURE VARIATIONS
VARIATIONS "6" (buildings)
In our example we have three alternatives (Fig. 3.9):
1. - the two rooms are permanent
2. - one room is permanent and the other is temporary
3. - one room is permanent and the other is semi-permanent.
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VARIATIONS "7" (components)
In this example we will deal with two components, walls and
roofs. Here we will analyze just the semi-permanent rooms.
There are two alternatives (Fig. 3.10):
1. - two permanent walls and two temporary walls with a temporary
roof.
2. - four permanent walls with a temporary roof.
VARIATIONS "8" (materials)
Once we choose a variation 7 it is possible to have two
alternatives within that example:
1. - one wall with stone, three walls with concrete block, and
asbestos sheet roof.
2. - four walls with concrete block and asbestos sheet roof
(Fig. 3.11).
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE
Now we have a group of models with physical and structural char-
acteristics. Each model can be presented as:
PH.S = (S.G., V.6, V.7, V.8)
These models are in "relative dimensions." Each model is presented
in both its minimal and in its maximal dimensions. Through these
models we can show the permanency of the buildings by describing the
location of their components and their materials.
SERVICES SUBSYSTEM
Finally we introduce as a fourth subsystem the services. Usually
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this component is considered non-important in a dwelling analysis.
However, recently it has become very important because of the needs
of energy and water control which have increased. New techniques
in the generation, use and control of energy as well as methods
of sewage and waste disposal are being developed. The impact of
these new techniques on housing design is beginning to be felt.
These must be seen as a very important factor of our system.
At the moment we will enumerate the variations of types of
services in order to make studies of them in other projects.
VARIATIONS "9" (energy supply)
VARIATIONS "10" (water supply)
VARIATIONS "ll" (sewerage disposal)
VARIATIONS "12" (waste disposal)
SERVICE/STRUCTURE
The result of a V.9, V.10, V.11, and V.12 in one sector group
will be called a services structure, then:
S.S = (S.G., V.9, V.10, V.ll, V.12)
These models are in "relative dimensions." Each model is presented
in both its minimal and its maximal dimensions.
CONSTRUCTIVE SUBVARIATION
When we give specific dimensions to the physical/structure
model together with the service/structure model we have a
constructive subvariation (C.S.V.)
C.S.V. = (PH.S., S.S., with specific dimensions)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE METHOD
By doing a summary of the preceding example (Fig. 3.12) we can find
certain characteristics of the method:
1. - From the three basic subsystems, the form subsystem is the structural
one, in the sense that it is needed to define or to describe the other
two subsystems.
2. - Each one of the subsystems has two kinds of models as related to
dimensions. The models with "relative dimension" are more general and
abstract. The models of "specific dimensions" are particular cases condi-
tioned by physical variables and user requirements, values and resources.
3. - In order to have an order in our Variations we divided them into groups
based on their relevance and effect on each system. A Variation 1 effects
the Variations 2 and 3. A Variation 2 just effects a Variation 3 and it
can not effect a Variation 1.
4. - The selection and order of variations was determined by the physical
characteristics of the dwellings. This means that we can develop a differ-
ent order based on the function or construction characteristics as a
primary system.
5. - The elements, agreements and variations can be used or not by the
observer to describe in detail his particular interest. That means, as we
will see in the Santa Ursula case that we as observers introduce new
variations, elements and agreements as far as they contribute to a more
precise description of our object of study.
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THE SANTA URSULA SYSTEM OF VARIATIONS
This section is the result of applying the method to twenty dwellings
in Santa Ursula. Following the structure of the method, we did as many
changes as necessary to the classifications in order to adapt the model to
Santa Ursula dwelling descriptions. We expect that with some modification
the model can be used to describe other colonias populares with urban struc-
ture similar to that of Santa Ursula.
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
CONDITIONS "l" (situation)
All the initial lots in Santa Ursula were 25 x 10 m and basically
of two kinds: corner and central lots. However, over time, some
were further divided by the residents either in the long or wide
sense. We can now say that there are three kinds of lots, corner,
central and interior.
CONDITIONS "2" (topography)
Each lot has at least one of the following topographic character-
istics: itis locatedatstreet level itisdepressed under street level,
it is elevated over street level or it has a combination of the pre-
ceding conditions which will be called a composite lot (Fig. 3.14).
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THE FORM SUBSYSTEM
BASE:
Elements:
A) lot: a lot consists of one or more dwelling units border-
ed by peripheral walls.
rooms: every dwelling unit consists of a minimum of two
rooms as part of the built element.
yard: every dwelling has at least one yard or open
space.
entrance: every lot contains at least one entrance.
Agreements:
agreement 1 - each room has at least one wall coinciding
with the border of the lot.
agreement 2 - the entrance to the lot is always through
an open space (yard) or through a semi-open space
(corridor).
agreement 3 - the entrance to the dwelling can be center-
ed or off-centered on the street side of the lot.
Thematic and non-thematic elements:
We will call thematic those elements which follow
the agreements, and non-thematic those elements
which are not following agreements. The toilet in
Santa Ursula is a non-thematic element because it
does not follow the room's agreement of position.
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BASIS
Analysis of the elements and agreements brings us to the two basic
forms mentioned before in our abstract example. However, the "rela-
tive dimension" of the lot as well as the subdivision of some corner
and central lots qenerate a set of 10 basic forms (Fia. 3.15).
The basic forms are not a definitive and unique pattern of growth.
They show possible trends of growth of buildings in the lots. They are
mainly conceptual models.
There are four patterns of "OB" zone positions within the lot, the
"I", "L", "C" and closure shaped "OB" zones. Mixture of these four pat-
terns with centered or off-centered entrances gives us the ten basic forms.
Basic Forms 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.15) - are found in lots that have at
at least the following dimensions: two rooms plus one yard
in either direction of the lot.
Basic Forms 3, 4 and 5 (Fig. 3.15) - are found in lots that are
two rooms and one yard wide in the longer direction of the lot
and one room plus one yard wide in the shorter direction of
the lot.
Basic Forms 6, 7, and 8 (Fig. 3.15) - are found in lots that are
one room plus one yard wide in the longer direction in the
shorter direction or in both.
Basic Forms 9 and 10 (Fig. 3.15) - are found in lots that are
just one room wide in the shorter direction.
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Examples:
e In case F (Fig. 3.16.) there are two examples of "I" shaped
basic forms; one of which has a centered entrance and the
other has an off-centered entrance. In both cases the en-
trance is uncovered.
e In case C (Fig. 3.16) there is an example of a divided
corner lot which generates a "C" shaped "OB" zone with an
uncovered off-center entrance.
* In Case A (Fig. 3.16) there is an example of an enclosure
"OB" zone with an uncovered center entrance.
All of the above examples follow the basic forms.- Each
variation is a result of adapting those forms to the parti-
cular lot dimensions and position.
* Sometimes two or more basic forms are mixed in one dwell-
ing (Fig. 3.17). As in Case E which has two "L" shaped "OB"
zones at street level and one "C" shaped "OB" zone below
street level.
FORM VARIATIONS
VARIATIONS "l" (building organization)
A) Horizontal Building Organization:
(1) Dispersed organization - each room separated from
the others.
(2) "I" shaped organization - rooms have a lineal organ-
ization with "I" shaped form.
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(3) "L" shaped organization - rooms have a lineal organ-
ization with "L" shaped form.
(4) "C" shaped organization - rooms have a lineal organ-
ization with "C" shaped form.
(5) Closure organization - rooms have a lineal organiza-
tion forming closure.
B) Vertical Building Organization:
(1) One level building organization
(2) Two level building organization
(3) stepped building organization
BASIC FORM/BUILDING ORGANIZATION RELATIONSHIPS
The many variations, generated by the combination of basic
forms and building organization, increase with the addition of
specific dimensions. This is the situation in Fig. 3.18 where
both cases combine an "I" shaped building organization with an
"I" shaped "OB" zone. The position of the buildings as well as
their dimensions make each case different from the others.
By constructing a chart with building organization models
and "OB" zones we can determine the potential of each "OB"
zone to contain different building organization models (Fig.
3.19).
VARIATIONS "2" (circulation Principle)
A) horizontal circulation principle:
(1) external circulation principle -- all rooms are
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connected by the open space.
(2) Internal circulation principle - all rooms are con-
nected directly without using open spaces.
(3) Mixed circulation - the rooms are connected through
direct and indirect circulation schemes. That is
some rooms are connected through open spaces,
while others are interconnected and some rooms
have both ways of connection.
B) Vertical circulation principle:
(1) external vertical circulation
(2) internal vertical circulation.
BASIC FORM/CIRCULATION RELATIONSHIPS
By relating the 10 basic forms to the three types of hori-
zontal circulation (Fig. 3.20) we find in Santa Ursula that there
is a minimum of cases with total internal circulation.
VARIATIONS 3 - (openings)
This analysis was not included in the study. The informa-
tion was incomplete. However in order to indicate that it is a
necessary analysis, we will follow the numerical order set out
in the illustration of the method. (Fig. 3.12).
SECTOR GROUP
By following the method we came to the sector group which,
as it was said in the method of study, is a model consisting of
one of each of the variations from 1 to 3 in a basic form.
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FORM SUBVARIATIONS
Each one of the plans presented in the examples is a form
subvariation of the Santa Ursula dwelling system.
THE FUNCTION SUBSYSTEM
BASE
Elements:
A) Social Group:
(1) single person - a person living in a dwelling.
(2) nuclear family - a family composed of parents and
children living in a dwelling.
(3) extended family - a family composed by two or more
nuclear families living in the same dwelling.
(4) non-family group - a social group composed of two
or more nuclear families and/or a single person
without kinship relation living in a dwelling.
(5) composite group - a social group composed of at
least one extended family and one or more mini-
mal social groups (nuclear family, single person).
B) Territory:
(1) private territory - is the space in a dwelling con-
trolled by a minimal social group which is a
either a nuclear family or a single person.
(2) shared familial territory - is the space in a
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dwelling shared and controlled by all the members
of an extended family.
(3) shared non-familial territory - is the space in a
dwelling shared by all the members of a non-
familial group.
C) Activities:
(1) living activities - activities performed by all the
members of the social group: eating, sleeping,
hygiene, recreation, living.
(2) housework activities - traditional activities per-
formed mainly by women: cooking cleaning, care
of children, laundry, and storage.
(3) productive activities - activities related to work
or jobs at workshops, small commerce, animal
husbandry and construction of the dwelling, etc.
Agreements:
It is difficult to speak about a function's agreements
in Santa Ursula dwellings without introducing the factor of
time. This issue will be discussed later in Chapter Five
(dwelling transformations).
FUNCTION VARIATIONS.
VARIATIONS "4" (territory/social group)
Analysis of the Santa Ursula cases brings us to develop the
following chart (Fig. 15-21). The chart includes all the
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possible arrangements which can be constructed between social
groups and their territories in a dwelling. On the vertical
axis we have the five types of social group which exist in Santa
Ursula dwellings. On the horizontal axis we have the basic ele-
ments: rooms, yards and entrances; and in addition two more
elements, cooking place and toilet.
The chart can be read as follows:
(1) single person/territory - in this case the five elements
in the dwelling are private territory (P).
(2) nuclear family/territory - as the prior case all the
elements are private.
(3) extended family/territory - in this case there are two
kinds of territory. Private territory (P) and
shared familial territory (Sl). There are five al-
ternatives of social group/territory relationships
in this case.
(4) nonfamilial group/territory - there are two kinds of
territories, private territory and non-familial
shared territory (S2). There are four alternatives
of social group/territory relationships in this case.
(5) composite group/territory - there are three kinds of
territory in this case private (P), familial-shared
(Sl) and non-familial shared (S2). The alternatives
are a combination of cases (3) and (4).
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Examples:
In order to understand the social group/territory rela-
tions we have to know aspects of the social change, the
family cycle and the woman's role. This information can be
found through direct observations and questions about dwel-
ler's daily performance. The following examples are useful
in describing these relationships:
* In case E (Fig. 3.22) there is a composite social
group defined by an extended family, formed by a nuclear
family in the lower ground level and one single person on
the street level building organization on the anterior part
of the lot. They have as familial shared territory (Sl) the
lower base ground level yard and two rooms (living/dining,
and kitchen). The second social group is a nuclear family
without kinship relations to the first family. They have
an entrance corridor as the only non-familial shared terri-
tory with the first family.
e In case A (Fig. 3.23) there is a non-familial group
composed of 5 nuclear families without kinship relations.
They have as non-familial shared territory the entrance, the
central yard, and the toilet.
e In case D (Fig. 3.23) there is an extended family com-
posed of two nuclear families having familial shared terri-
tory the back-yard, the toilets, and one room (the cooking,
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and dining place).
VARIATIONS "5" (space/activities)
We divided this variations group into two parts:
A) Territories/activities
Chart (Fig. 3.24) shows the alternatives of space
arrangements supposing the sector group and the
social group are defined.
(1) Activities such as living, care of children,
toilet, laundry and construction of the dwelling
are performed in the three kinds of territory.
(2) Activities such as eating, cooking and care of
animals are performed in private or in familial
shared territory.
(3) Activities such as sleeping and commerce are
performed mainly in private spaces.
This chart is not final and should not be taken as
representative of Santa Ursula dwellings. However
it gives an acceptable view of the territory --
activities relationships in Santa Ursula dwellings.
B) Space Activities
Beside the relevance of the territories to loca-
tion of activities we must add the relationship be-
tween activities, buildings and open spaces. In the
following chart (Fig. 3.25) we show the activities
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performed in the buildings and open spaces. We have
divided the buildings in two kinds: rooms with direct
access to yards and rooms with indirect access to
yards, and we have divided the yards (open spaces)
into lateral and central yards. The last element to
be analyzed is the entrance. By looking at the case
studies we found certain patterns, as shown in the
chart:
(1) Activities such as eating, cooking, commerce and
hygiene are usually located in rooms with direct
access to open spaces.
(2) Sleeping is the only activity which is preferably
located in rooms with indirect access to open
spaces.
(3) Living activities are located in rooms with
direct access to open spaces, in central yards
and in entrances.
(4) Workshop activities are located in rooms with
direct access to the central yard and or in cen-
tral or lateral yards.
BASIC VARIATIONS
Once the form and function subsystems are defined we come to the
basic variations.
A basic variation in this case is a sector group with one
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variation 4A, one variation 4B, one variation 5A and one variation
5B. The basic variations are in relative dimensions.
SUMMARY
In this chapter we presented our method of analysis. The first part
mainly concerns the structure of the method. In the second part (the
Santa Ursula system) the adaptation of that structure to the Santa Ursula
case was studied. Throughout that adaptation we dealt with new terms,
keeping the definition of those terms, their relevance and their location
in the structure. In the next chapter we apply the method to some of the
most relevant cases in the Santa Ursula study.
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4 OBSERVATIONS
The progressive development is essentially the traditional procedure
of dwelling construction in colonias populares. The objective of this
chapter is to apply our method to seven representative cases in order to
describe what we will call "dwelling transformations."
We applied the analysis to twenty cases and from that we developed a
group of statements as a hypothesis of dwelling transformations. This
will be presented in Chapter 5.
Each of the cases is presented with its stages of construction. Each
dwelling is presented in the stages in which it was built as was described
to us by the dwellers. We analyzed the basis, the building organization,
the circulation principle, the territory/social group and the territory/
activities. In each case we describe the particular characteristics of the
variations which occur through the stages of construction.
I basic forms
CASE A (Fig. 4.1)
The Case A, is a dwelling with five stages of construction;
its basic form is a closure "OR" zone with a centered entrance.
The basic form has remained constant during the five stages,
generating a central courtyard scheme with an uncovered "zaguan"
in the entrance. The circulation axis is perpendicular to the
street.
CASE B (Fig. 4.2)
The Case B, is a dwelling with six stages of construction;
its basic form is a closure "OB" zone with a centered entrance.
There is no change in the basic form through the six stages of
construction. However, the scheme has generated a two yard
dwelling with the entrance on the first courtyard, and a
covered zaguan connecting the two yards. As in case A the
circulation axis is perpendicular to the street circulation
axis.
CASE C (Fig. 4.3)
The Case C is a dwelling on a corner lot which was divided
into two lots. The basic form is a "C" shaped "OB" zone with
an off-center entrance. As in the first two cases there is
no change in the basic form. The entrance to the building re-
mains uncovered and is through the courtyard. The circulation
axis is perpendicular to the street circulation axis.
CASE D (Fig. 4.4)
The Case D is a dwelling in a central lot. During the first
three stages the basic form is a closure "OB" zone with a
centered entrance. In the fourth stage the lot begins to be
divided into two dwellings. There are two "I" shaped basic
forms. In both cases there are off-center entrances. One of
toe entrances is through a yard; the other one is through an
uncovered zaguan. The circulation axis remains perpendicular
to the street during the form stages.
CASE E (Fig. 4.5)
The Case E is a central lot with a composite type of top-
ography. It has four stages of construction and it changes its
basic form in each one. In the first stage there is an "L"
shaped "OB" form in a depressed plane. In the second stage the
first basic form remains at the depressed plane, and a second
"L" shaped basic form appears at the street level plane. The
backyard remains unused because of the topography. In the
third stage, a new "L" shaped dwelling is built in the backyard.
Around 1972 the street was surfaced, and as a consequence the
depressed level became the baseground. At that ground level
the basic form then changed to a "C" shaped "OB" zone. During
the four stages the entrance remains off-centered and uncovered.
Again the circulation axis is perpendicular to the street
circulation axis.
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OBSERVATIONS building organization
CASE A (Fig. 4.6) CASE I (Fig. 4.9)
In the first stage two separated rooms are defining a
dispersed building organization. In the second stage two new
rooms are added on the back and define an "I" shaped building
organization. In the third stage two new rooms change the "I"
shaped building organization into an "L" shaped building organ-
ization. In the fourth stage three new rooms are added, the
"L" shaped building organization remains constant but it grows.
In the fifth stage a new room is added to the separated room
generating a new "I" shaped building organization.
CASE B (Fig. 4.7)
In the first stage there is just one room. In the second
stage two rooms are added generating an "I" shaped building
organization. In the third stage a second "I" shaped building
organization appears as the result of the addition of two rooms.
In the fourth stage two rooms are built over the first "I"
shaped building organization and generate a two level building
organization. In the fifth stage a new room is added at the
second level. In the sixth stage a separated room is built in
the backyard.
CASE C (Fig. 4.8)
In the first stage there is one room. In the second stage
a dispersed building organization appears by the location of
a new room at the backside of the lot. In the third stage an
"I" shaped building organization appears when a room is added
to the room at the back. Then the first room is demolished.
In the fourth stage the "I" shaped building organization remains
with the addition of one room. In the fifth stage an "L"
shaped building organization substitutes the "I" shaped build-
ing organization through the addition of three small rooms.
A fourth small room is built separated from the "L" shaped
building organization.
This case is a dwelling located in a central lot which has
been divided into two lots. Until now only the front lot has
been developed. In the first stage there was an "L" shaped
building organization with four rooms. In the second stage two
new rooms were added but there was not change in the building
organization. In the third stage three rooms were added on
top of the front rooms generating a two level building organi-
zation.
CASE 3 (Fig. 4.10)
This is a special case. It can be taken as a non-thematic
case in the Santa Ursula system. The builder-owner is a taxi
driver who developed his dwelling based on a house plan which
he found in a weekly magazine. The project has none of the
ten basic forms. The building organization in the second stage
is a cluster building organization. This is the typical
middle-class house developed in Mexico City by small companies,
and government agencies.
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OBSERVATIONS 3 circulation principle
CASE A (Fig. 4.11)
In the first two stages the circulation type remains con-
stant. All the rooms are indirectly connected through the
courtyard. In the third stage two rooms are added. There is
a direct connection between them and one of the rooms has
direct access to the courtyard. The circulation type becomes
a mixed circulation type. The mixed circulation type remains
constant in the last two stages.
CASE B (Fig. 4.12)
In the first three stages the circulation type remains
constant. It is an external circulation type. In the fourth
and fifth stages the circulation type changes to a mixed one
because of the internal circulation on the second floor rooms.
However it is clear as in the first two cases that the external
circulation type is dominant.
CASE C (Fig. 4.13)
The first two stages have an external circulation type.
In the third, fourth and fifth stages the circulation changes
to a mixed circulation type.
CASE D (Fig. 4.14)
The first stage has an external circulation type. In the
next three stages the circulation type changes to a mixed one.
However, the external circulation type dominates.
CASE J (Fig. 4.15)
This is a special case. We will compare its characteris-
tics with those of the Santa Ursula dwelling system. The
owner-builder constructed the first three stages of this dwel-
ling using the external circulation pattern. However the
fourth stage shows a clear dominance of the internal circulation
principle.
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OBSERVATIONS 4 territory /social group
CASE A (Fig. 4.16) CASE D (Fig. 4.19)
In the first stage an old couple lives in one room; the
dwelling is a private territory. In the second stage the old
couple rents the back part of their lot to two young
families and each family builds one room. Now there are three
private territories and one non-familial shared therritory.
In the fourth stage a fourth family built two new rooms which
created the fourth private territory. In the fourth stage
a single person and a fifth nuclear family built their rooms.
Now there are six private territories and one non-familial
shared territory. This process follows the "vecindad" scheme
(the tenement scheme) of the central part of Mexico City.
CASE B (Fig. 4.17)
During the first three stages there is no change in the
territory/social group relationship. A nuclear family remains
as the only user of the dwelling. At this stage the whole
dwelling is a private territory. In the fourth stage one son
of the nuclear family got married and built two rooms on the
second floor. The young couple shared the yard and the bath-
room of their parent's dwelling. There were then two private
territories and one familial shared territory (shared with
kinship relations). In the fifth stage the young couple built
a bathroom. They no longer needed to walk thru the yard to
share their parents bathroom. The yard then became private
again. This pattern remained the same in the sixth stage.
CASE E (Fig. 4.18)
In the first stage a nuclear family lives alone in the lot.
There is one private territory. In the second stage the oldest
son built two rooms and a toilet upstairs. He shares with his
parents the living, dining and cooking spaces as well as the
yard on the ground level. In the third stage the old couple
rented the backyard to a friend's family. The new family built
three rooms there. Now there are three private territories,
one familial shared territory, and one non-familial shared ter-
ritory. In the fourth stage there is no change in the terri-
tory/social group relationships.
In the first two stages one nuclear family lived in the
dwelling; there was one private territory. In the third stage
the daughter got married; she and her husband built a new room
for their young family. There were then two nuclear families
with two private territories and one familial shared territory.
This relation remains constant in the fourth stage. However
the location and activities changed as we will see in the
activities/territory analysis.
CASE I (Fig. 4.20)
In the first two stages a nuclear family occupied the
dwelling. There was one private territory and one nuclear
family. In the third stage, a second nuclear family related
to the first lived in the three rooms on the second floor.
They shared the central yard and the bathroom on the first
floor. There were two private territories and one familial
shared territory.
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CASE A (Fig. 4.21)
In the first stage the nuclear family built one multi-use
room and one toilet. In the second stage there were two more
nuclear families and each built its own multi-use room. They
shared the toilet, yard and entrance with the first nuclear
family. In the third stage, a fourth nuclear family arrived.
They built two rooms; one multi-use room and one sleeping
space. They shared with the other three nuclear families the
toilet, yard, and entrance. In the fourth stage, a single
person built a multi-use room, and a fifth nuclear family
built two new rooms; one as a multi-use room; the other as a
sleeping space. They shared again the same spaces with the
other groups. In the fifth stage the first nuclear family
built one more room for use as a living space.
CASE B (Fig. 4.22)
In the first stage, a nuclear family built one multi-use
room. In the second stage two rooms were added -- one as a
sleeping space and the other as a toilet. In the third stage,
the multi-use room from the first stage changed to a living
and dining space. Two rooms were added -- one for cooking
activities and the other for sleeping. The toilet room was
expanded into a bathroom. In the fourth stage a young nuclear
family related to the first built two rooms on the second
floor -- one as a multi-use room, the other as a sleeping
space. They shared with the first family the bathroom, yard
and entrance on the first floor. In the fifth stage the young
couple built their own bathroom. They now share with the first
family just the entrance on the ground level. In the sixth
stage the first nuclear family added a new room as a sleeping
space in the backyard.
CASE D (Fig. 4.23)
In the first stage a nuclear family built a multi-use room.
In the second stage they added one room as a sleeping space.
In the third stage the older daughter got married and built
with her husband a room in the backyard. Meanwhile, the first
nuclear family built two rooms -- one toilet room and one room
for cooking and dining activities. The two families shared
the toilet, the cooking/dining space, the yard, and the en-
trance. In the fourth stage the young couple built two new
rooms separated from the first group of rooms. One of the rooms
is used as a living/sleeping space. The second one is used as
a sleeping space only. They share with the first nuclear
family the toilet, the cooking/dining space and the backyard.
However, they have defined two separate entrances -- one for
each family. In the near future the young family plans to
build their own toilet, cooking and dining spaces. The final
plan of the two families as spoken to us is that they will
divide the lot in two completely separate dwellings.
CASE E (Fig. 4.24)
A nuclear family built in a depressed lot three rooms --
one as a living-dining space, another as a cooking place, and
the third as a sleeping space. At one side of the living/
dining space they built a toilet. In the second stage, the
eldest son of the nuclear family built his own two rooms, and
a toilet. He shared with his parents the living/dining space,
the cooking space, the yard, and the entrance. In the third
stage the nuclear family rented to a friend's family the back-
yard. The new family built three rooms -- one as a sleeping/
living space, one as a dining/cooking space, and the third one
as a toilet. They have their own private yard, and they share
with the other family the entrance and the access corridor.
In the fourth stage the first nuclear family built two rooms
for sleeping spaces.
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5 DWELLING TRANSFORMATIONS
We have applied our method in describing the variation's changes over
time in the Santa Ursula cases. This fact is precisely our object of study.
Dwelling transformation is any change which modifies at least one of
the variations of one dwelling.
We understand that transformations in this sense have a dynamic mean-
ing and that they are happening constantly. There are some types of daily
changes in use of open space -- for example, uses vary from morning to
afternoon to night. However this can not be called transformation because
it is part of a main pattern which accepts these changes within itself.
Stage of transformation in a dwelling occurs when there is a change in
its building organization.
We had used stages of transformation as reference in describing other
transformations as the functional, social and construction ones.
Generalizations made from the case studies can be used to describe the
dwelling transformations in cases similar to those we find in Santa Ursula.
At this moment it is premature to construct hard fast patterns or rules.
Other studies similar to this one must be done before accepting the general-
izations and patterns that we present now at this level of hypothesis.
OPERATIONS
All changes in Building organization (transformation stages) in a
dwelling are generated by at least one of the following operations (1)
Addition - A new building is added to the old ones in a dwelling.
Subtraction demolition - Old or temporary buildings are demolished
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in order to create new spaces.
Most of the time there is a replacement of an old or temporary build-
ing for a new or permanent one. Thus, these two operations usually follow
one another.
Division - Existing buildings or spaces are divided internally.
This operation could also be seen as the addition of new elements --
partition walls and/or fences. This operation is not frequent in Santa
Ursula, and could be considered a non-thematic operation.
DWELLING TRANSFORMATIONS
On the basis of our variation's models we can detect the following
types of transformations:
Basis transformation - There is a basis transformation in a dwelling
when a change modifies its basic form. (zones)
* Example: the Case E (Fig. 4.04), has two stages of transformation, and
it changes its basic form in each stage.
Building organization transformation - There is a building organiza-
tion transformation in a dwelling when a change modifies its building organ-
ization. (rooms)
e Example: any one of the cases presented in Chapter Four was drawn
following its building organization transformations. In other words, every
case was presented with its stages of transformation.
Circulation principle transformation - There is a circulation princi-
ple transformation in a dwelling, when a change modifies its circulation
principle.
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* Example: the Case B (Fig. 4.11) has six stages of transformation. It
has only one circulation principle transformation. In the fourth stage the
external circulation type is changed to a mixed circulation type.
Territory social/group transformation - There is a territory/social
group transformation in a dwelling when a change modifies its territory/
social group variation.
e Example: the Case B (Fig. 4.14) has six stages of transformation and it
has only two territory/social group transformations, one in the fourth, and
one in the fifth stage of transformation.
Territory/activity transformation - There is a territory/activity
transformation in a dwelling when a change modifies its territory/activity
variation.
* Example: the territory/activity transformations coincide with the stages
of transformation yet each new room introduces change in the activities
arrangement within the territories.
TRENDS OF TRANSFORMATION
We now assume that in the Santa Ursula system there is not only a
static structure which accepts a set of variations but, also a dynamic
aspect of such a structure observable over time. This being so, we expect
that after observing a representative number of dwellings and social groups
and after describing their transformations through time, we will find that
some of those transformations follow certain trends. Sometimes those trends
are so repetitive that we can speak of patterns of transformation.
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PATTERNS OF TRANSFORMATION
By pattern of transformation we mean certain routines followed by
changes in the form and function subsystems of a dwelling over a period
of time.
We made a very simple analogy with cellular process of growth and sub-
division as it is described in Biology (2). The intent is not to generate
any organic theory, but to improve in our analysis the sense of life,
change and process. We think these terms are usefull in describing changes
not yet adequately described in architectural terminology.
DWELLING GROWTH
The dwelling growth pattern of transformation is the most common
pattern we have found. In this pattern the basic form of the dwelling
remains constant through time. Transformations occur within the
variations of the dwelling but never in its basis.
9 Example: the Cases A and B (Fig. 4.01 and 4.02) are representa-
tive of the dwelling growth pattern. None of them change their basic
form through their stages of transformation.
DWELLING METAMORPHOSIS
In this pattern the basic form of the dwelling changes through
time. Which means that the basis of our dwelling models is changed.
* Example: the Case E (Fig. 4.05), has four stages of transformation
and changes its basis in each one of them.
DWELLING MITOSIS
The dwelling mitosis, is the most complex of the patterns of
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transformation. In general terms it can be defined by the transforma-
tion of one dwelling into two different dwellings.
In relating the stages of transformation to the biological phases
of the mitosis process we find the following characteristics (Fig.
5.1):
Prophase - In this stage there are two nuclear families sharing
the rooms, toilet, laundry, cooking place, yards and entrance in
a dwelling. In other words there is not private space for each
family.
Metaphase - The families divide the rooms or one of them build,
new rooms separated from the old ones. The two families are still
sharing the toilet, cooking place, laundry, yards and entrance.
The intermediate stage in this phase is when either the cook-
ing place or the toilet becomes private.
Anaphase - one of the two families builds a completely new cooking
place and toilet for themselves. They continue to share the
laundry, the yards and the entrance.
Telophase - This is the final phase in the mitosis. Each family
has their own rooms, services, yards, and entrances. In other
words, two completely separate dwellings are formed.
Interphase - This is the period of time which happens before the
prophase occurs. It can be related to the family cycle stage
when the children are growing. When one of them gets married and
shares with its parents the same dwelling, we can say that the
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mitosis process begins.
This analogy is not always followed stage by stage.
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6 FURTHER QUESTIONS ON SANTA URSULA
Rather than present a set of solutions, this study will conclude with
some questions. These are questions which came to mind after observing
patterns of dwelling in Santa Ursula; after speaking with dwellers there,
and after examining information gathered.
They led to some tentative observations which suggest areas for further
study. Insome ways they are like the Santa Ursula dwellings, a set of incom-
plete ideas and statements in a relation that is always changing. In the
same way we prefer to make tentative conclusions rather than present
"efficient" recommendations.
THE CENTRAL COURTYARD DWELLING
After analysing our case studies, we found that most of the dwellings
follow the central courtyard dwelling scheme. At this moment we will not
make any statement about it beyond raising some questions about the origin
and use of that scheme.
Does the central courtyard scheme come from spatial forms created by
preexisting social structures? Is it the result of the integration of these
forms with new ones? Is there a way of analysing the resulting new form
which goes beyond an analysis of its origins? There are many sources which
support the pre-existence of this pattern in Mexico. Historically we know
that the central courtyard in Mexico has two direct antecedents; the Spanish
one which, according to Rappoport, (1) comes from Arabic schemes; and the
Indian one which is found in Theothiuacan and other settlements developed
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before the Spanish colonization.
In Santa Ursula approximately 50% of the population lived in Mexico
City before coming to Santa Ursula. We know that most of them lived in
downtown Mexico. We can assume that many of them lived either in old
colonial houses adapted for use as "vecindades" (tenements) or in buildings
designed specifically with that use in mind. While the size given to the
courtyard space changes over time, the basic topology remains the same and
can be seen, for example, in middle-class developments at the end of the last
century in Mexico City (2). Furthermore that scheme has antecedents not
just in Mexico City, but also in most of the cities and towns of the country.
As a type it is strongly related to different patterns of use in all Latin
American countries.
We could say then, that the inhabitants of colonias populares used
this pattern because they were familiar with it, simply adapting it to their
own needs and resources.
An alternative approach would say that the main reason this pattern is
adopted in colonias populares is for very practical reasons. I.e., in order to
define the limits of each lot, rooms are placed on the lot line thereby
generating, through time, a central courtyard.
A more environmental view would say that the pattern is strongly re-
lated to climate, which allows the open space to be used for many functions
throughout the year.
Interviews with people in the neighborhood indicated that the inhabi-
tantsdid not work with a preconceived plan but simply built their dwellings
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incrementally according to their needs and resources.
This last observation does not contradict the previously mentioned
arguments, but introduces the question of implicit patterns of form and use
and their adaptation to new and specific requirements.
THE EXTERNAL CIRCULATION AXIS
From a morphological point of view we can make some important obser-
vations. The circulation axis is always an open space defined by yards
(patios) and corridors (zaguanes) which define a sequence of light and dark
zones (3). These zones have morphological and territorial characteristics
that are related to types of privacy in the dwellings.
The circulation axis changing in form from linear (corridor) to con-
centric (yard) creates a series of intermediary spaces between the public
open space (street) and the private built space (dwellings).
THE CENTRAL YARD
The central yard, as we have seen through the analysis, is not just
an open space which brings light, ventilation, and views to the rooms, butis
also a multi-use space which changes in function depending on the hour of
the day. In the morning it is used as a play space for the youngest chil-
dren, at night in summertime it becomes a living space which encourages
informal visits. Once a week the central yard becomes a place for doing
laundry, clothes are hung out in it to dry. On special days, like birth-
days, it becomes a place for fiestas.
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In general three zones can be distinguished in the courtyard space,
1) the central zone is used as a living space, playground and circulation
space, 2) the open zone between the central courtyard and the lot boundary
is used as a service space, for doing laundry, storing goods, caring for
animals or growing vegetables, and 3) the area adjacent to buildings in the
courtyard defined by plants, benches, hanging clothes becomes an extension
of the dwelling.
Recognizing the importance of the open space, we see that it is im-
possible to describe the dwelling unit simply as the actual building itself
and the activities inside it. Open and built spaces work as aunit together to
define the dwellings of Santa Ursula.
SHARED TERRITORIES, ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
Patterns of use vary in each household over time, but one recurring
pattern in Santa Ursula is the sharing of certain territories and services.
Lomnitz (4) has made an interesting study on this pattern. She uses
Bender's (5) definition of household in presenting her work. In this def-
inition a household is defined by the simultaneous existence of three
variables, co-residence, kinship relations and domestic functions. We did
not use the same concept of household in our study, because we wanted to
describe the relationships between these variables over time, without
assuming that one variable implied the existence of another. We spoke about
social groups with or without kinship relations, we spoke about shared spaces
(yards and rooms), shared services (toilets, laundry spaces, cooking places),
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and shared activities (child-care, maintenance, cooking, etc.). We showed
in a matrix the different ways in which those relations can combine, and,
change over time. Some initial statements were made about patterns of
transformations.
In general terms we can speak about:
Shared Territories -- built or open spaces controlled by more than one
nuclear family. We found in our territory-social group analysis how the
same basic form and sometimes the same building organization are flexible
enough to not only accept but also support changes in territory/social
group relations.
Shared Services -- We also found that there are certain patterns in the
family cycle that relate to building organization, such as needs to share
toilet facilities, cooking places, and laundry spaces in different stages of
social group transformation. The relevance of the central yard scheme in
accommodating these changes is to be noted.
Shared Activities -- We showed in the section dealing with territory activi-
ties relationships the connection between shared activities and their loca-
tion within the dwelling. A common shared activity in Santa Ursula is child-
care, as when young working mothers leave their children to the care of parents
or close relatives.
THE MULTIUSE ROOM
The concept of room in Santa Ursula is separated from the functions
which it contains. In our modern concept of dwelling a room tends to have
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a special purpose function (6) i.e., bedroom; or a service function i.e.,
kitchen, bathroom; or a multipurpose function i.e., living-dining. These
tend to be related to specific positions within the dwelling. However, in
Santa Ursula the room is for the most part a multiuse interior space which
can be adapted to different uses through time.
While a certain trend away from the use of multi-use space toward
the adoption of special purpose rooms has been noted, dwellings in Santa
Ursula tend to be a mixture of both types. We find that the image of the
"modern house", so diffused by private developers through newspapers and
TV advertisements, and in Santa Ursula's case, by the bordering neighbor-
hoods, has had an impact on certain elements of the dwelling. The furni-
ture, the facade, the curtains, the windows and the interior decoration are
a mixture of old and new patterns. But in all these cases we find the
dwellers interpreting and using these elements in their own way.
Through our analysis we found that the room's position is not enough
to define its function. The function is more dependent on the social group
variations. Perhaps the only spatial characteristic we know to have a certain
relevance in use is the nature of the connection (direct or indirect) to
the central courtyard.
COMPLEXITY AND TIME
When we looked at each dwelling plan in Santa Ursula as they were in
1978, we found that all of them were different. Furthermore we found
not only formal differences but also functional and territorial differences.
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If, on the other hand,we look at the set of elements and agreements
which we used to describe those dwellings, we can say that they are just
a few. The differences are in quantitative, qualitative aspects and in the
complexity of the dwelling's schemes. When we looked at the stages of
construction of those dwellings we found that although the basic form re-
mained unchanged there were changes over time in the building orgainzation.
We found also that most of them began with a nuclear family kind of social
group; but actually many of them have changed to another kind of social
group (extended family, non-familial group or composite group). We found
that although the dwellings began with a multi-use room, now there is a
high incidence of mixture of this pattern with the special purpose room
pattern.
Another characteristic to be noted in our analysis is that when we
compared the stages of transformation of the dwellings we found that there
are differences in time and in the kind of variation achieved.
All those differences generated the complexity which we found in the
1978's plans. As we said before the difference is not just morphological
and quantitative but it is social and qualitative, as well. There is not
just a saturation of space and increase of density, but there is an in-
crease of complexity on the morphological and functional aspects of the
space as well as in the social group composition. In some way what we
see there, is the generation of the urban tissue in its smallest cell,
the dwelling.
We did not make the urban tissue analysis but this kind of increase
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of complexity was happening parallel to our dwelling units transformations.
By looking at the plans of Santa Ursula in Chapter Two there can be found the in-
crease of services, public buildings, the improvement of the circulation system,
the introduction of electrical energy, the growth of trees and plants. We
found also that some streets began to change their shape to more commercial
use tec. stage by stage; the system was becoming more complex. What is im-
portant in this analysis is to understand the relation time-complexity.
This relation has certain characteristics which must be understood before
making any change in the dwelling's process.
THE PRODUCTION/USE RELATION
The building organization in Santa Ursula is always changing. This
dynamic process is characterized by the mixture of two processes production
and use. In these places the sense of change, of transformation is stronger
than the sense of completness. As a visitor to those places we may feel
that the dwelling is incomplete because a wall, a roof, a floor, a window
or another element is in the process of being constructed. However, if
we think of families who throughout perhaps twenty years of living in this
type of dwelling, experience a change every two or three years (-say new
rooms added, old ones demolished); then we can see that the dwelling is
something dynamic which is adapted to changing needs and resources.
The sense of consumption of a final product "dwelling" which we "use" is
superceded by a sense of dwelling which includes production and consumption
at the same time. It is important to realize the flexibility of the
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process; with minimal resources each addition happens at a different time
for each dwelling.
If on the other hand we introduce the concept of "efficiency" into
this process and decide that every dwelling must be "complete" in five
years, we know that the results will be totally different and sometimes
negative for many dwellers. This means that the process of production of
dwellings must be controlled by the dwellers. If there is any intent to
speak about "efficiency."
TRANSITION?
If we think of transition as meaning the passage from a traditional/
rural way of life to a modern/urban way of life and we look to our case
studies in Santa Ursula, we find that what exists there can not be so
easily defined in this way.
From our study of formal and functional aspects of the dwelling we
can conclude that there is a very rapid process of change.
Another characteristic has to do with qualitative aspects of change.
From formal analysis one might conclude that there is a certain deteriora-
tion of the physical environment. This was one of the arguments for the early
negative attitudes toward squatter settlements in Latin American countries.
Another attitude was that they were unstable transition settlements.
During this phase different strategies were introduced i.e., Sites and
Services, Upgrading Projects etc. There were certain problems with these
approaches. It seems that the problem was reduced to manipulating physical
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elements with a view to achieving greater "efficiency". It was felt that
although people could build their own dwellings, they could not solve
problems of services, infrastructure and so on. The perception of squatters
as being in a state of "transition" from a traditional to a modern way
of life was in many sense paternalistic. People in power say themselves
as the model toward which other groups should strive. This feeling became
part of the public conscience by being disseminated through modern systems
of communication, and the idea of the petit bourgeois house became a proto-
type in many people's minds.
But should this in fact, be the model? How well does it serve the
values and goals of the so-called transition group?
We can say in general that the use of the transition concept is not
fruitful in many parts of the world. It is impossible to speak about a
clear differentiation between rural/traditional and urban/modern ways of
life. In the case of Santa Ursula modern and traditional values are
combined in the dwellers mind in ways that manifest themselves in the
physical environment. Seeing this as a transition process which would cul-
minate in modern society as we conceive it would constitute a very static
approach to reality.
Even in our very narrow form/function analysis we found mixtures of
values that led us to conclude that the dwellers were generating their own
particular and specific alternatives.
We also find the use of the concept of subclutures to be inadequate
in this context. Again this presents a static view of society as having
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modern and traditional "extremes"; with subcultures filling in along this
linear range. -In our view groups in these settlements constitute one of
the most dynamic parts of Latin American societies. To negate their
existence as was done before is certainly a mistake--to think of them as
unstable groups in transition to the modern way of life is equally wrong.
They represent a significant portion of the Latin American population and
raise important questions within their societies which must be recognized.
SPACE AND TIME TO BUILD
Dwellers in Santa Ursula would have difficulty understanding the term
"freedom to build". They have not had the freedom to choose their lot.
They have had to pay for a truck to deliver water to them daily. They have
had to spend a large part of their time building their dwellings using
their only resources available their own hands. They must often expend
money and time to have access to places of work. They must often demand
from the government schools, playgrounds and clinics for their children.
They must often pay twide to be recognized as legal owners of their lots.
Perhaps instead of freedom to build we will use the phrase space and time
to build. Perhaps this conveys more adequately the situation as exper-
ienced. What is important to preserve is the possibility of obtaining a
lot at a cheap price and building a dwelling with limited resources over
a long period of time. What must be improved is access to economic and
material resources.
We think that this, was in effect, the main argument of Turner's
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studies. Use of the term freedom to build however generated long discus-
sions which obscured his real points. What Turner was asking for was
precisely this space and time to build alternative.
TRANSFORMATION
In recent years there has been a great deal of discussion concerning
the relationship between social and spatial changes. There are a wide range
of opinions but two positions can be viewed as having very different start-
ing places. The behaviourist approach stresses the strong impact on human
behaviour which the physical-environment exerts. Studies such as those
by Michelson and Jane Jacobs support this view.
The other view begins with the perception of the built environment
as the result of social changes. In other words it is the passive re-
flector, the mirror, of social change.
We could say that it is necessary to look at built environments as
they appear daily with people moving, acting and working in them in ways
that transform themselves and their environments. We could introduce a
biological analogue in. order to understand that the built environment
must be studied as part of a social process.
Thus, we might argue that in the same way that the human body makes
use of skin to both separate itself from and relate to the environment,
even the smallest social group, e.g. the family, has a "skin" which helps
to define the territory in which it can act.
In this way a house is not just an object sold in the market place
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but it is the container of the social group which lives in it, and serves
to define both its separation from and its relationship to the larger en-
vironment.
In Castell's work we found a number of observations about the rela-
tionship between social and spatial change. He writes that changes are
determined by:
* each of the elements of the economical, political and ideological
systems and their interelations
e the persistence of ecological spatial forms created by earlier
social structures and the integration of these forms with new
ones -- to produc new situations and,
* this action of individuals and social groups on their environments.
This action is determined by the social and spatial membership
of these groups and may produce new effects.
In a number of ways the validity of these points has been corroborated
by our study.
We have seen how certain historical patterns persist through time
(e.g., central courtyard) and also how changes in family and social groups
affect the physical form of building.
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